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National fiscal policy measures promise relief in
the longer term
The economic environment remains
challenging, with both the global
and emerging markets continuing
to provide very little assistance
to industrial companies reliant on
manufacturing.
The mining, metals, oil and industrial market sectors remain depressed,
which has reduced order volumes in
the manufacturing and large service
businesses which unfortunately resulted in retrenchments during the last
financial year.
On the positive side, the weakening
currency provides our manufacturing
and export businesses a competitive
advantage. The group is concentrating on offshore markets as well as
expanding our current African footprint.
In addition, the ongoing renewable
energy programme and power generation projects in Africa continue to
provide important opportunities for
group businesses. We have also seen
positive growth in a number of our
service businesses as we expand our
subsystems and service offering to
existing and new customers.
The fiscal discipline that has been
adopted by the Minister of Finance
is welcomed by the company as a

sustainable macro-economic policy. It
has however unfortunately resulted in
certain orders from parastatals being
cancelled and deferred. This temporary
belt-tightening will place certain parastal suppliers under pressure in the
short to medium term.
We remain optimistic that the corporate governance and fiscal discipline
policies embarked upon by the government will generate confidence in both
local and international business communities and will stimulate investment
in the South African economy.

In conclusion, we anticipate that
conditions will remain challenging for
the foreseeable future. We will continue to focus on developing product,
service and system offerings, broadening our customer base, conserving
cash and limiting costs where possible.
I would like to thank staff and
stakeholders for their ongoing support
in this difficult economic environment
and look forward to improved circumstances in the medium term.
Mark Wilson
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Business conditions prompt more innovation
throughout the group
Innovation is an ongoing practice
within ACTOM. All its divisions and
business units contribute greatly
towards it.
Innovation is part-and-parcel of
the business, as it is throughout
the industry. ACTOM’s success and
the significant advantages it enjoys
over its competitors are largely due
to the strong emphasis it places on
innovation.
Regular so-called “day-to-day” innovations may for convenience be referred to as incremental advances that
combine with other factors in operating
and maintaining a successful business.
However when innovation rises
above the norm by achieving a marked
advance – or is recognised as having
the potential to do so – on the technology or system that precedes it, it
merits greater appreciation.
Businesses that are fully committed to innovation readily subscribe to
the well-known maxim “When the
going gets tough the tough get going”.
And in South Africa at present business
conditions are tougher than ever and
appear to be headed towards getting
tougher still.
So in the current circumstances
the real innovators come to the fore,
in contrast to easier earlier times when
they were under less pressure to put
their innovative thinking-caps on. There
is no lack of evidence that innovators
within the group have taken up the
challenge.

Marketing strategy
Technological development is key,
but it is by no means the only factor
that plays an innovative role in business. Developing and applying a new
marketing strategy, for example, may
prove just as decisive in furthering the
interests of a business.
An example that illustrates this
well is the strategy developed by
Electrical Products – as described in
the December 2015 issue of What’s
Watt – of diversifying out of its traditional role as a supplier of products by
entering the field of providing complete
procurement packages for projects.
This move, first embarked upon in
2010, just as demand in the business
unit’s traditional market was slowing
down as a result of the world economic
recession combined with adverse local factors, proved decisive. It gave
a boost to the business when it was
most needed and it shows every sign

Marthinusen & Coutts Apprentice Artisan inspects the winding slots of the stator of the squirrel cage
AC induction winder motor from South Deep Gold Mine’s Twin Shaft.

of continuing to help sustain it against
further challenges it may be faced with
in future.
Recognition by Electrical Products’
management of a growing trend
among end-users towards outsourcing
projects to engineering, procurement
and construction management (EPCM)
contractors led to it offering to assist
contractors on the procurement side
by providing complete product packages to suit the requirements for each
project.
“This new role demanded a complete change from the way we’ve traditionally conducted our business. We
had to adopt a much more proactive
approach, instead of playing a largely
reactive role of offering and supplying
equipment and products in response
to customers’ needs,” Mike Ullyett,
Electrical Products’ Sales & Marketing
Executive, explained.
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“It meant having to seek out
planned projects before they happened and investigate what equipment
was required in each case, including
determining all the specifications and
designs involved, as well as being price
competitive.

Learning curve

“It has been a steep learning curve
requiring a comprehensive transformation in the way we market ourselves as
well as the way we procure, assemble
and supply our products,” he added.
Electrical Products’ promotion
and provision of the new service has
resulted in a burgeoning of its business. It has substantially extended
its customer base and has increased
annual turnover considerably over the
past three years, with the procurement management component now
accounting for a significant portion of
To page 4
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From page 3
annual sales.
Aside from seeking out and adapting to new marketing opportunities created by changes in business practices
in the market, the development of new
products often has to be preceded by
research and development (R&D) to
firstly establish that a proposed new
product actually works as effectively
and efficiently as envisaged. It has to
be proven to have technological and
practical advantages sufficient to make
it a viable alternative to the established
“conventional” product currently being
supplied into the market.
As all suppliers and manufacturers know, introducing a new product
is a hazardous and costly process.
Consequently all aspects involved in its
development and introduction have to
be carefully assessed, monitored and
tracked every step of the way.

New product ranges
MV Switchgear’s recent development and launch of its new generation
AMV12 range of air-insulated switchgear is an excellent example of how
to do it right. Both Greg Whyte, the
business unit’s Design & Development
Manager, and Rhett Kelly, Technology
Development Specialist, who were
primarily responsible for the development of the successful new range,
are intimately acquainted with both
the technology incorporated in MV
Switchgear’s well-established SBV

range and the latest technology encompassed in the new product, as well as
being in touch with the requirements
of the markets these products serve.
More recently MV Switchgear has
manufactured, tested and launched a
compact AMV12 model with similar
exemplary care and attention. (See
story on Pg 14)
Satchwell Controls has worked hard
over the past several years developing
solar-heated geysers for the householder market.
It first developed a flat plate solarheated system that it launched in
2014 and it has since followed up with
a more economical system which is
currently being tested in a pilot project
in the Western Cape. It shows every
sign of being a significant advance on
the earlier solar geyser system, both in
terms of performance and being more
affordable for customers.
The technology applied with the
new product is an evacuated tube (EVT)
based system. A major advantage of
this system over its predecessor is
that it is suited for use in both freeze
and coastal areas. With the other technology a water-containing solar panel
that is not freeze-resistant is deployed
in the standard product, necessitating
production of a different version for
installation on houses located in inland
freeze areas. (See story on Pg 24)
A highly innovative concept that
promises, if implemented, to transform

the way electricity generation and supply are monitored and controlled on
the national grid has been proven as
workable in a research project initiated
and conducted by a team of electrical
specialists at Wits University’s School
of Electrical & Information Engineering.

Cooperative alliance
The research team is headed
by Prof Willie Cronje, Head of the
Alstom Chair for Clean Energy Systems
Technology, who has well-established
links with ACTOM due to a longstanding cooperative alliance between the
group and the School on various projects. ACTOM also provides sponsorship funding for the School that has
included funding the upgrade of its
energy laboratory – named the ACTOM
Energy Lab – a few years ago.
The basic concept being applied by
Prof Cronje and his team in the energysaving project is simple and straightforward enough, but the solution based
on it – in contract to the unwieldy and
energy-wasteful method currently applied by various authorities – is nothing
less than revolutionary.
They deserve full credit for recognising the potential of the concept as
the key tool to drive the energy-control
system as envisaged and proven. The
next step is the crucial one of turning
theory into practice on a viable basis.
For this the research team has
turned to ACTOM to provide the

New evacuated tube (EVT) solar geysers from Satchwell Controls installed on houses at a citrus farm in Citrusdal, Western Cape, as a pilot project to test their
effectiveness.
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required assistance and input. As
Prof Cronje comments: “We have
completed the ‘research’ part of the
R&D process and recently entered the
‘development’ phase, in which partnership with industry is required to start
putting the technology into effect on a
commercial basis.” (See story on Pg 6)

Technical expertise
One of several ACTOM business
units that have developed and supplied equipment for the local renewable energy programme is Power
Transformers, which has been particularly successful in this field, so
much so that the special transformers it has provided for wind turbine
generators (WTG’s) are now widely
accepted as the benchmark units for
this application.
It first achieved success with the
transformers it devised for the Kouga
Wind Farm at Oyster Bay in the Eastern
Cape. These are 2,8MVA step-up transformers of stacked-core design, with
mitre-cut joints and step lap construction. The LV windings were manufactured from continuously transposed
conductors supplied by one of the
world’s most advanced manufacturers
of this equipment.
On the strength of this early success the division has won a number of
other contracts for WTG transformers
for subsequent wind farm projects in
the programme. In some instances
further adaptations were required to
meet specific needs. For the Noupoort,
Khobab and Loeriesfontein wind farms
in the Northern Cape, for example, the
transformers incorporated a special
feature borrowed from the US.
Gert Kriel, Power Transformers’
Sales Manager, explained: “This involves making provision for accommodating the load-break switch together
with current limiting fuses inside the
transformer itself by mounting them
under oil, in place of the usual external
arrangement as applied to package
transformers.
“This has the great advantage
of significantly reducing the cost of
manufacture and therefore the selling
price,” he stated.
Another success story arising from
high calibre technical expertise and
experience is currently unfolding from
Static Power, the group’s specialist
developer and producer of customised
uninterrupted power systems (UPS’s).
It recently developed at short notice

A 2,7MVA wind turbine transformer under construction in Power Transformers’ plant.

a sophisticated system encapsulating
a wide range of functions to address a
specific problem experienced at a number of Eskom’s power stations. The
system is currently undergoing a test
run and shows every sign of meeting
all the stringent multiple requirements
as set by Eskom.
The problem in summary was that
in several instances power trip-outs
had periodically occurred in individual
generation units as a result of brief
fluctuations in electricity transmission
to contactors in the units.
The array of capabilities provided
in the special UPS system Static
Power has developed and produced is
highly impressive and underlines the
business unit’s widely acknowledged
expertise in this field.

Repair & refurbishment
Expertise and inventiveness are
also called for on a regular basis from
the ACTOM divisions and business
units engaged mainly in providing
repair and refurbishment services on
existing production and processing
equipment deployed in mining and
industry.
In fact, due to having to attend
to many different types and sizes of
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motors – including units decades old
incorporating obsolete systems – more
comprehensive knowledge and expertise is usually required than in most
plants producing brand-new equipment
only. A recent repair project undertaken
by Marthinusen & Coutts (M&C) helps
to illustrate this point.
A large squirrel cage AC induction
winder motor driving the personnel
hoist for Twin Shaft at Gold Fields’
South Deep Gold Mine in Gauteng had
failed. The cause of the failure was not
immediately evident, so the mine commissioned M&C to investigate.
It established that there had been a
main insulation failure, and associated
arcing damage, on a half-coil at the end
of the stator core. It found the root
cause of the failure to be differential
expansion within the stator winding as
a result of the high rigidity of the global
vacuum pressure impregnated (global
VPI) insulation used in its manufacture.
The division recommended that
the original insulation be replaced with
resin-rich insulation, which allows for
heat expansion between the stator
copper and the core steel. The mine
accepted this and M&C repaired the
stator accordingly.
To page 6
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In-depth expertise and innovativeness in combination provided the solution to this riddle, both in detecting the
root cause of the failure and providing
the correct remedy. (See story on Pg 20)
Genlux Lighting, Electrical Products’
dedicated lighting business unit, has
wisely chosen to draw on the experience and knowledge of several international designers and producers of lightemitting diode (LED) lighting systems
in its recent decision to commence
local manufacture of LED streetlights
for the local market.
The new LED luminaires it plans to
introduce later this year will be offered
complete with an impressive range
of “smart capabilities”. By upgrading
from its present role as a distributor
of overseas-manufactured LED streetlights to a local producer and advisor it

stands to significantly extend its reach
and influence in the market.
It will, firstly, provide a more affordable basic product than previously
and, secondly, it will make accessible
to users a large suite of smart options
it hasn’t been able to provide until now.

Renewable energy
The government-endorsed national
renewable energy programme has
provided plenty of opportunities for
innovation to the local electrical supply industry. Several ACTOM divisions
and business units has been active in
devising solutions, many of which were
unknown or untried in South Africa
previously.
The programme, which to date
has mainly comprised wind and solar
generation systems, demands much

special equipment that is unique to
the renewable energy sector. Most of
these solutions are based on systems
already developed and applied in other
parts of the world where renewable
power generation systems are well
established, but even these require
substantial local innovative input.
“The national renewable energy
programme offers numerous opportunities for innovation.”
“Several business units within
the group have already taken up the
challenge and successfully entered
this field. We foresee many more opportunities arising that will enable us to
provide further innovative solutions as
the programme develops and diversifies,” commented Andries Tshabalala,
ACTOM’s Group Executive Director.

Innovative power consumption control system
devised for national grid proves workable
A team of researchers at Wits
University’s School of Electrical
& Information Engineering has
devised an ingenious method for
saving energy on a national scale
and enhancing grid stability when
fluctuating renewable sources are
integrated with the grid.
The team, headed by Prof Willie
Cronje, Head of the Alstom Chair for
Clean Energy Systems Technology,
has proven in tests conducted in the
school’s ACTOM energy laboratory that
the system works.
The system is based on the miniscule variations in grid frequency
that result from alterations in levels of
electricity generation and supply due
to rises and dips in demand and supply. “These changes, which register as
slight frequency fluctuations on the national electricity grid, can be monitored
by a smart meter chip linked to a water
geyser. These frequency changes
may be applied as the basic signal for
switching geysers on or off as a means
of adjusting power consumption countrywide,” Prof Cronje explained.
Unlike the “ripple power” system
applied by several municipalities as
a means of adjusting power usage,
with the frequency-based system
the response to changes in electricity
consumption is automatic, accurate
and instant.
The ripple system, which also controls electricity usage via household
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geysers, has none of these advantages. “It is unwieldy to manage, slow to
respond and causes inconvenience to
householders, as well as being wasteful of power,” Prof Cronje remarked.

Aside from the ripple power system, the current means of controlling electricity consumption by loadshedding cannot be executed in direct
response to changes in demand but

Prof Willie Cronje (left) and colleagues Prof Ken Nixon and Yu-Chieh (Jessie) Lui discuss measured
results of the hot water test setup.
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has to be done at the discretion of
the authorities as they observe the
changes. “This involves a time-lag before the appropriate action is taken and
the action itself is a rough-and-ready
one and so significantly less efficient
than an automatic system that directly
monitors changes as they occur.
The standard load-shedding practice also makes no specific provision
for harnessing of surplus power,” Prof
Cronje stated.
“Our proven frequency-based
system provides the means of controlling output and relieving strain on
the national generation system when
demand peaks. In addition, any sur-

plus electricity that’s generated when
overall demand is low is made available
to heat water in geysers, thereby conserving power rather than allowing it to
go to waste,” he pointed out.
The prototype system was tested
over the past 18 months in the School’s
energy lab – officially named the
ACTOM Energy Lab.
Having conclusively established
that the proposed energy saving system works, the team’s next step is to
develop a viable product package in
partnership with industry to launch into
the market.
A preliminary meeting with representatives of ACTOM business units

Satchwell Controls, the group’s main
appliance components business, and
Protection & Control, the group’s automation systems business, was held
early this year at which the results of
the team’s experiments were presented and agreement was reached between the three entities to collaborate
towards developing a product package.
“We will also be making a joint
approach soon to the relevant government authorities to gain their support
in principle for the proposed project
with a view to working cooperatively
in implementing it,” Prof Cronje added.

Balmoral College makes big strides improving
sports skills and facilities

Active Education
personnel put
Balmoral College
teachers and
learners through
their paces in
implementing a
physical training
schedule devised
to improve their
sporting skills.

Balmoral College has made rapid
progress in improving conditions
and playing skills in its school sports
activities.
The school, situated next door
to ACTOM’s head office property at
Knights, is one of several educational
institutions sponsored by the group.
The school’s drive to establish soccer and netball on a more organised
and better provisioned basis was
given a boost last year when ACTOM
arranged for Active Education to provide guidance to the school. Active
Education is dedicated mainly to facilitating the development of school
sports at schools for children from previously disadvantaged communities.
Between them Balmoral and Active
Education have made great strides
to date this year in improving sports
facilities and skills at the school. The

key actions they took were:
• Balmoral negotiated the purchase
of a hectare of land adjoining its property to establish two soccer fields.
• Active Education provided a special physical training manual to guide
the school’s coaches and teachers in
instructing learners how to build up
their core strengths to perform more
effectively in school sports.
• Balmoral arranged for its soccer
and netball teams to join local school
leagues to provide additional opportunities for them to improve their playing
skills by competing regularly against
other school teams.
“After visiting us at the end of last
year to assess the learners’ fitness,
Active Education prepared a special
physical training manual for our sports
coaches and Life Orientation skills
teachers to use during the PT sessions
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for learners,” said Memory Wium,
Head of Balmoral’s primary school.
“A group of Active Education trainers came and held a session at the
school for the coaches and LO teachers
in mid-April this year to demonstrate to
them how best to use the manual to
train learners during the PT sessions
so as to improve their playing skills.”
The school already has two netballs
courts on its property. The soon-to-be
purchased property situated on the
east side of the school will enable
Balmoral to provide proper soccer fields
for its soccer teams for the first time.
“We have already started developing
the soccer fields and expect them
to be ready for use by the beginning
of the third term in mid-July,” Wium
commented.
Besides soccer and netball, athletics is also practiced at the school.
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Group’s Ekurhuleni high schools tutoring project
continues to yield good results
The group’s Maths and Science tutoring project at three high schools
in Ekurhuleni continues to demonstrate its effectiveness.
Proof of the project’s continued
success in Grades 11 and 12 where
it is applied is shown in the steadily
increasing pass rates that are being
achieved in these subjects every year.
At Thuto Lesedi High School in
Vosloorus, for instance, the pass rate in
2015 among the matric students studying these subjects was 51% for Maths
and 64% for Science, compared with
35% and 48% respectively in 2014.
Similar advances in pass rates in
Maths and Science have been recorded
at the other two schools, Erasmus
Monareng High School in Vosloorus and
Buhlebuzile High School in Thokoza.
“These improvements have now
become a consistent trend at the
schools year-by-year and we expect it
to continue,” commented Sylvester
Makamu, Reid & Mitchell’s Human
Resources Manager, who oversees the
project, which was launched in 2008.
“The steady improvement in pass
rates is due in large part to the fact that
the knowledge and teaching skills of
the Grade 11 and 12 Maths & Science

Conferring with Luke Dubazana (right), Deputy Principal of Erasmus Monareng High School, are (from
left) Nontobeko Soyamba, Coordinator of the Ekurhuleni schools tutoring project, and fellow-tutors
Gideon Masango and Ndodana Sibanda .

teachers at the schools have progressed steadily over the years that the
project has been applied,” he added.
The project is driven by a group of
postgraduate Science students from
various universities who tutor Grade
11 and 12 learners at the schools while
also mentoring teachers of these subjects to enable them to improve their
teaching skills in these subjects. The
graduate student tutors are managed
by Nontobeko Soyamba, who has
been involved as a tutor on the project
since its inception.
At an earlier stage of the project the

schools were provided with computers,
laboratory equipment and other accessories to ensure that the subjects could
be taught as effectively as possible.
Th e i m p r ove d r e s u l t s b e i n g
achieved in Grades 11 and 12 in the two
subjects is also impacting positively on
the overall pass rates in the three high
schools. At Erasmus Monareng High
School, for example, the overall pass
rate in all subjects for the whole school
in 2015 was 86%, compared with 66%
in 2014. Again, similar improvements in
overall pass rates were achieved at the
other two schools.

T&D businesses display range of new products at
the African Utility Week exhibition
ACTOM’sTransmission & Distribution
(T&D) divisions and business units
again participated as exhibitors at
this year’s African Utility Week conference and trade exhibition at the
Cape Town International Convention
Centre in mid-May.
The stand, at 36m2, was twice the
size of their stand at African Utility
Week last year, affording them a
stronger impact on the market and
more scope to display their product
offerings.
These included a new protection relay which Protection & Control recently
introduced into the market, as well as
its latest maximum demand and smart
prepayment meters, MV Switchgear’s
new generation AMV12 switchgear,
High Voltage Equipment’s composite
insulator for instrument transformers
and Distribution Transformers’ amorphous core transformer.
The picture shows ACTOM’s business unit, Current Electric’s Engineering
Manager, Georgio Tarazza (right), talking to a customer on the ACTOM T&D
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stand.
The main focus of African Utility
Week is on the power and water sectors. The three-day event featured a total of 250 exhibitors from 40 countries,
while the conference was attended
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by 1200 delegates and addressed
by 299 speakers. Visitors numbered
close on 6500 people from more than
81 countries, including 27 African nations, with 79 power and water utilities
represented.
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Medium Voltage & Protection division wins
Chairman’s Award
Mark Wilson, ACTOM’s Chairman
& CEO, presented the Chairman’s
Award for the 2015/16 financial year
to the Medium Voltage & Protection
division at the Group Annual Review
meeting held at Kempton Park on
May 31.
The highly contested Chairman’s
Award reached its fifth anniversary
this year.
Presenting the much-coveted winner’s trophy and certificate to Martin
Kelly, Medium Voltage & Protection’s
Divisional CEO, Mark commented:
“You and your team have achieved
sterling results for the financial year,
despite very challenging economic/
market conditions. The year was characterised by the ongoing depressed
global commodity prices and liquidity
challenges faced by Eskom. You managed to grow your EBIT by 25% over
the prior year and your export sales
grew by 4.5%.
“Medium Voltage & Protection has
managed to diversify its customer
base and grow its export business.
Furthermore, the division has successfully introduced a new range of medium voltage switchgear and extended
its offering to include maintenance. The
strategy, underpinned by the success,
has demonstrated laudable business
adaptation and agility.
“Medium Voltage & Protection is
one of only four divisions that attained
Level 2 during the past B-BBEE audit.
Thank you very much to you and the
team.”
The winner of the Chairman’s Award
is chosen using a rigorous balanced
scorecard, comprising a number of

Group Chairman and
CEO Mark Wilson
(left) presents the
Chairman’s Award to
Medium Voltage &
Protection’s Divisional
CEO Martin Kelly.

criteria that include both financial and
non-financial considerations. These are
Earnings before interest and tax (EBIT)
growth, Free cash flow as a percentage of EBIT, Export orders and sales
growth, B-BBEE level, Complexity of
the business, Intercompany cooperation, Risk management scoring, Lost
time injury frequency rate (LTIFR) and
Environmental considerations.
The environmental criterion was
incorporated for the first time this year
as part of the balanced scorecard.
Reid & Mitchell was awarded the
Chairman’s Award Runner-Up certificate. Mark congratulated Divisional
CEO Mike Shaw on the division’s
achievement on being named recipient of this certificate for the first time.
He said: “I wish to congratulate
and thank Mike and the entire Reid &

Mitchell team on achieving this great
result despite the depressed market
conditions, especially in the coal sector. Reid & Mitchell managed to grow
its EBIT by 23.5% over the prior year.”
Certificates of Excellence went
to three business units, Industry and
Contracting of the Engineering Projects
& Contracts division, and ACTOM
Turbo Machines, which falls under the
Marthinusen and Coutts division.
Mark presented the certificates
with thanks and congratulations to
Neville Lock, Greg Smith and Chris
Bezuidenhout, the General Managers
of the three units.
The criteria used to select winners
of Certificates of Excellence are positive growth in EBIT and Free cash flow
as a percentage of EBIT, demonstrating
good cash conversion.

Celebrating their success with Mark Wilson after being presented with their awards at the Group Annual Review meeting in Kempton Park on May 31 are
(from left): Mike Shaw of Reid & Mitchell; Greg Smith of Contracting; Mark Wilson Group Chairman and CEO; Martin Kelly of Medium Voltage & Protection;
Chris Bezuidenhout of ACTOM Turbo Machines and Neville Lock of Industry.
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John Thompson energy management contracts on
the rise
John Thompson has won two sizeable energy management contracts in the past year. They are
for the Sovereign Foods factory
at Uitenhage in the Eastern Cape
and Colibri Towels’ plant at Strand,
Western Cape.
Sovereign Foods awarded a contract to John Thompson’s Energy
Management department to commence in July 2015 to manage the
factory’s process steam requirements
and maintain its boiler plant for three
years. This follows the company’s recent replacement of an oil-fired boiler
house with a new boiler house containing a high efficiency 10,5t/h Europac
coal-fired boiler from John Thompson,
with one of the two previous oil-fired
boilers being retained as a back-up unit.
Colibri Towels has also switched
to coal-firing, with John Thompson
supplying a new 10,5t/h coal-fired
boiler to replace an oil-fired boiler. The
six-year operation-and-maintenance
contract was awarded to the Energy
Management department in November

2015.
“As well as the supply of process
steam, the scope of work at both
factories includes the operation and

maintenance of all boiler plant, plus
the supply of fuel, water treatment and
waste removal,” said Ken Klein, John
Thompson’s Energy Manager.

The high efficiency Europac coal-fired boiler in Sovereign Foods’ factory in Uitenhage.

John Thompson supplies more biogas boilers to
local industries
John Thompson’s Package Boilers
business unit recently received orders totalling R8-million from the
winery and dairy industries for three
biogas-fired boilers.
Distell ordered a 2t/h Redipac
boiler for their Adam Tas winery in
Stellenbosch and a 3.2t/h Enviropac
boiler, with an accumulator, for their
distillery at Wellington. This particular
boiler generates steam at a pressure
of 20 bar for discharge directly into the
accumulator vessel. Steam is drawn
from the accumulator at a constant
pressure of 10 bar for the whiskey distilling process, as and when required.
Biogas is a byproduct of this process.
In addition, Woodlands Dairy ordered a 4t/h Redipac boiler as part of
the expansion of their biogas plant in
Humansdorp in the Eastern Cape.
Biogas is produced from the treatment of effluent using anaerobic
digesters and can offset 10% to 25%
of fuel requirements in the production
of steam.
Several John Thompson biogasfired boilers have been supplied to the
local market in the past and these have
reduced customers’ carbon emissions
and reliance on fossil fuels.
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John Thompson’s environment-friendly biogas-fired Redipac boiler.
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Electrical Machines introduces new “Premium”
LS6 low-voltage motors range

A selection of the newly-launched LS6 range, accompanied by
the “Premium Efficiency” logo.

ACTOM Electrical Machines, which
pioneered the development and introduction into the local market of
special high-specification – dubbed
Hi-Spec – low voltage motors several years ago to serve the mining
and industrial markets, recently
launched the latest Hi-Spec range.
The competitively-priced LS6
range has been very well accepted
in the market since its introduction in
February this year.
The range, successor to the LS5 –
which succeeded the initial LS4 – is
classed “Premium” in place of the
“Hi-Spec” designation applied to the

others, as it incorporates advanced
new design and performance features.
“The new range has gained
‘Premium’ status mainly because it
qualifies for an IE3 efficiency rating in
terms of the international IEC efficiency
standards, compared with the IE2 rating given to our previous Hi-Spec models,” commented Antonio Teixeira,
Electrical Machines’ General Manager.
In addition, the new range has an
IP66 degree of enclosure protection
against dust and water ingress – an
advance on the LS5 range’s enclosure
protection rating of IP65.
A further improvement is that re-

greasable bearings are now offered in
frame sizes 160 and above, while in the
previous range this option was limited
to frame sizes 200 and above. The full
scope of frame sizes in the LS6 range is
from 71 to 355, while the power rating
extends from 0,37kW up to 500kW.
The new range also comes standard with an epoxy-based paint system,
thereby providing improved protection
against pollutants in the environment.
The LS6 Premium range has retained the well-proven Class H insulation system, along with vacuum pressure impregnation.

Electrical Machines’ larger exhibition stand at US
scrap recycling expo attracts attention
ACTOM Electrical Machines again
participated this year as an exhibitor
at the Institute of Scrap Recycling
Industries’ (ISRI) annual international convention & expo in the US.
The business unit, the leading
manufacturer and supplier of shredder
drive motors to the North American
market, upgraded the promotion of
its business to existing and potential

customers this year by exhibiting
on a double-stand at the expo. As
it has done previously, it shared the
stand with American Industrial Motor
Service (AIMS), its long-standing North
American distributor and repair partner
for all the shredder motors it has supplied into this market.
This year’s event, staged in Las
Vegas in April, was well-attended.
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“However, as the scrap recycling market in America is still very tight, most
exhibitors scaled back on their stand
designs. Our double-stand proved a
hit and attracted more attention than in
previous years,” commented Antonio
Teixeira, Electrical Machines’ General
Manager.
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ACTOM HVAC Systems caters to education
college’s special requirements
ACTOM HVAC Systems, the group’s
industrial heating, ventilation and
air-conditioning (HVAC) systems
specialist, recently provided a customised air-conditioning system
for the CTI Education Group’s new
four-storey campus building in
Umhlanga, Kwazulu-Natal.
The HVAC system for the building,
which can accommodate up to 1000
people, is a low energy consumption system to ensure that the building complies with the latest SANS
10400XA energy consumption norms.
Two large air-cooled digital multisplit variable (DMV) systems using
inverter technology were installed on
the ground floor, which is occupied by
offices.
A ducted system with variable air
volume was selected for the other
floors containing the lecture rooms,
which have a very high population
density and require an amount of fresh
air that is many times higher than a
standard office environment. Each
floor is equipped with two large chilled
water air handling units with an average capacity of 18 000m3/h, the chilled
water being provided by an air-cooled
chiller mounted on the roof.

The CTI Education Group’s new campus building.

The contract, which was awarded early in 2015 and completed in
November, also included provision of

a ventilation and smoke extraction
system for the two underground parking levels.

Static Power to supply DC backup systems for
electricity transmission authority Motraco
Static Power was recently awarded a contract by Mozambique
Transmission Company (Motraco),
the cross-border electricity transm i s s i o n a n d te l e c o m m u n i c a tions authority for South Africa,
Mozambique and Swaziland, to replace its existing DC switching and

communication backup systems.
Maputo-based Motraco, a joint
venture company between the three
SADC countries’ national electricity utilities Eskom, Electricidade de
Mozambique (EdM) and Swaziland
Electricity Company (SEC), awarded
the turnkey contract to Static Power in

A 48V rectifier system from Static Power similar to those the business unit has been contracted to
produce for Motraco.
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January this year.
The contract encompasses design, production, supply, installation
and commissioning of a total of 16
DC backup systems at four switching
control sites – two in Mozambique and
one each in South Africa and Swaziland.
Manufacturing of the systems is due
for completion in August 2016.
Each backup assembly will comprise
a DC distribution board, switchmode
chargers and 48V and 110V vented
lead-acid batteries mounted on stands.
“The old systems being replaced
reached end of life and are being
replaced by the latest technology,”
said Synclair Naidoo, Static Power’s
Export Manager.
The new systems incorporate technical advances, including functional
improvements such as increased reliability, monitoring and communication
management features, with spares
and technical experience available in
South Africa via the Static Power business units.

Engineering Projects & Contracts

High Voltage Equipment

Well-qualified and respected Sy Gourrah appointed
as head of Power Systems
Sy Gourrah, a well-respected electrical engineer who has held key
posts at Buffalo City Municipality
(East London) and been involved in
a range of electrical infrastructure
projects in various parts of the country as a consulting engineer, has
been appointed General Manager
of Power Systems.
Sy, 44, a Bachelor of Electrical &
Electronics Engineering graduate from
Mangalore University in India, took
up the position with effect from June
1, 2016. She has been a Contracts
Manager at the business unit for the
past year.
Sy obtained a Master of Business
Administration (MBA) earlier this year.
She is a Fellow and Council Member of
the SA Institute of Electrical Engineers
(SAIEE) and is an active volunteer of
the Engineering Council of SA (ECSA).
She was President of the Association
of Municipal Electricity Utilities (AMEU)
from 2008 to 2010.
She is also an Advisor to Deputy

President Cyril Ramaphosa on the
Eskom turnaround strategy.
She was employed at Buffalo
City Municipality from 2001 to 2011,
initially holding the post of Deputy
City Electrical Engineer and later appointed General Manager, Electrical

& Mechanical Services. She has also
worked for several firms of consulting
electrical engineers and associated
companies in various capacities, including that of Deputy CEO of an electrical
infrastructure construction company.
Sybrand Nel, Divisional CEO of the
Engineering Projects & Contracts division commented: “We are very pleased
to welcome Sy as General Manager of
Power Systems to head up this key
business unit. Her appointment is
well-deserved, taking into account her
impressive track record and proven
expertise and experience in this field.
“We have every reason to expect
seeing Power Systems achieve healthy
development and good business
growth under her management.”
Sy, who was born in India, grew
up and attended school in Zambia and
South Africa. She has spent her entire
working career in South Africa since
studying for her degree at Mangalore
University, where she graduated in
1995.

High Voltage Equipment on shedule for Kusile’s
transmission interface contract
High Voltage Equipment (HVE) has
been awarded a R22-million contract
for the generation transmission interface for all six generation units at
Eskom’s new Kusile power station
currently under construction near
Emalahleni in Mpumalanga.
The three-year contract, involving the supply and erection of 400kV
transmission lines from each of the
six generation units to the nearby
transmission substation that will link
the new power station to the national
electricity grid, was awarded to the
division in mid-2015.
The contract also includes supplying and erecting galvanised steel crossbeams, which are to be installed between each of the generation units to
support the transmission lines strung
across to the transmission substation.
The contract follows the award to
High Voltage Equipment in mid-2012 of
the generation transmission interface
contract for Medupi, Eskom’s other
new coal-fired power station, near
Lephalale, Limpopo Province.
High Voltage Equipment has to
date completed erection of the 400kV
overhead connections and associated
equipment linking Kusile’s Unit 1 to

Work in progress during erection of the galvanised steel cross-beams and 400kV lines for Kusile’s
Unit 1.

the transmission substation. “It was
completed as scheduled within the first
six months of the contract period. The
other units are expected to be com-
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pleted as per Eskom’s project schedule,” commented Casbah Zwane, the
business unit’s General Manager.
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High Voltage Equipment’s first order for compact
voltage transformers
High Voltage Equipment’s first contract for manufacture and supply of
compact 132kV voltage transformers (VT’s) was awarded to it recently
by leading infrastructure company Consolidated Power Projects
(CONCO) for supply to Tshwane
Metropolitan Municipality.
HVE developed the new competitively priced and efficient compact VT
in-house and introduced it into the
local market in 2015. The new product
is 35 to 40% smaller than the conventional unit and is accordingly about 15%

lower in price.
The compact VT’s are available with
standard porcelain insulators or glasscore and silicon composite insulators
– the latter being pollution-resistant
and less subject to damage than the
conventional product.
The contract to HVE, awarded by
CONCO in mid-February, is for manufacture and supply of 12 compact VT’s
fitted with porcelain insulators. The VT’s
form part of a range of HV equipment
Tshwane Municipality has ordered
under a three-year frame contract it

awarded to CONCO last year.
“It was fortunate for us that we
completed development and testing of the compact VT when we did
as it comfortably comes in at the
right price as quoted by CONCO to
Tshwane Municipality on their frame
contract. We couldn’t have accepted
the order for our traditional VT’s at
that price,” commented Nick de Beer,
HVE’s Product Manager, Instrument
Transformers.

MV Switchgear introduces compact version of
new generation AMV12 switchgear range
MV Switchgear recently developed
and introduced a compact version
of its new generation AMV12 airinsulated indoor switchgear.
The AMV12 range, rated for 12kV
with current ratings of 1250A and
2500A at 31,5kA in accordance with
IEC 62271-200, has proven to be highly
successful since its launch into the
market in January 2015. Over 300 panels have already been sold and supplied
to numerous customers, which include
Johannesburg’s City Power, the City
of Windhoek, Hessequa Municipality
(Stilbaai), CONCO and DRA.
The supplementary compact version now on offer has been developed
specifically for use in instances where
space constraints apply. The width of a
compact panel, which has a current rating of 800A, is 650mm, while individual
standard AMV12 panels are available in
widths of 800mm and 1000mm.
“A single compact unit is 18%
smaller in width than one of our
standard 1250A rated AMV12 units.
This translates into a space saving
of between 14 and 18% for a typical
switchboard, depending on the busbar rating and mix of compact versus
standard units making up the complete switchboard,” commented Greg
Whyte, MV Switchgear’s Design &
Development Manager.
The new compact unit has been
t ype-tested and certified in accordance with the IEC System for
Conformity Testing and Certification of
Electrical and Electronic Components,
Equipment and Products Certification
Bodies Scheme (The IECEE CB
Scheme), the world’s first truly international system for the mutual accept-
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MV Switchgear’s Rhett Kelly (left) and Greg Whyte pose in the business unit’s Knights plant with a
compact AMV12 unit.
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ance of test reports and certificates
dealing with the safety of electrical
equipment and products.
The type-tests on the compact
AMV12 panel assembly, complete with
circuit-breaker, earthing switch and
cable-side voltage transformer, were
carried out overseas through the wellknown international certification body
TUV Rheinland in January this year.
The type-tests that were performed
on the unit comprised full testing for
short-circuit performance, dielectric
performance, temperature rise perfor-

mance and internal arc classification.
Highlights of the tests are:
• Circuit-breaker with extended
electrical endurance ‘class E2’ (with
auto-reclosing duty)
• Earthing switch with short-circuit
performance ‘class E2’
• 95kV lightning impulse withstand
level (BIL)
• Internal arc classification IAC AFLR
31,5kA 1 sec and IAC AFLR 25kA 1 sec
(without deflectors)
“With its extended mechanical
endurance ‘class M2’ and capacitive

switching performance ‘class C2’, the
AMV12 circuit-breaker is also fully capable of switching power factor correction (PFC) loads,” said Rhett Kelly, MV
Switchgear’s Technology Development
Specialist.
“In addition to new installations
where space constraints may necessitate the use of the compact units,
the new product is ideally suited for
the upgrading and replacement of existing older generation compact metalenclosed switchgear,” he concluded.

MV Switchgear expands into maintenance & repair
market

Neville Vorster, Senior Contracts Engineer, and Eugenia Mokoenanyane, Contracts Administrator, stand beside a miniature substation – one of many types of
equipment they are responsible for on the three-year Ekurhuleni Municipality maintenance contract.

MV Switchgear has made a significant breakthrough into a new
market sector in winning a sizeable
contract for the maintenance of
electrical distribution equipment
and related assets of Ekurhuleni
Metropolitan Municipality over a
three-year period.
The award of the R34-million contract to MV Switchgear in December
2015 marks the business unit’s first
step towards diversifying beyond its
traditional role as a leading design,
manufacturer and supplier of medium
voltage switchgear into the complementary activities of electrical network
maintenance.
The contract is one of a total of

three contracts awarded to electrical
maintenance providers for various
parts of the city. MV Switchgear has
been allocated the southern region,
which includes Boksburg, Germiston
and Alberton.
The main scope of the contract is
ongoing maintenance and repair of
high voltage and medium voltage distribution substations, including miniature
substations. It also incorporates maintenance of the properties occupied
by the equipment involved, including
buildings, yards, lawns and gardens.
The maintenance personnel, managed by Senior Contracts Engineer
Neville Vorster, comprise a total
of 15 multi-disciplinary teams of
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between two and eight members
each, depending on the range of their
responsibilities.
“The bulk of the team members are
drawn from our field service teams,
with the remainder of the work being
subcontracted to other business units
within the ACTOM group that have the
specialised skills required,” explained
Martin Kelly, Divisional CEO of the
Medium Voltage & Protection division.
“Having secured this important
contract with Ekurhuleni, we are
pursuing other opportunities in this
field with the aim of expanding the
maintenance and repair portfolio, which
offers good potential for growth of MV
Switchgear’s business,” he concluded.
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P&C wins residential prepayment meters supply
contract from Ekurhuleni Municipality
Ekurhuleni Metropolitan
Municipality in Gauteng recently
placed its first order with Protection
& Control (P&C) for supply of residential prepayment meters under a
R28-million frame contract awarded
in September last year.
The prepayment meters, manufactured by P&C’s international metering
technological partner, comprise 1- and
3-phase split meters for measurement
and billing of electricity consumption of

a wide range of residences throughout
the municipality.
The first supply order, placed with
P&C in early-January this year and
delivered as scheduled at the end of
May, comprised over 28 000 units. The
frame contract, which is effective until
mid-2017, excludes installation, which
is undertaken by the municipality itself.
Each metering unit comprises a
measurement controlling unit (MCU)
containing a meter and a relay in-

stalled in an off-property kiosk, and a
customer interface unit (CIU) which is
installed in the residence.
The awarding of the residential
prepayment meters frame contract
to P&C follows the award to the business unit by Ekurhuleni Municipality
in early-2014 of a three-year frame
contract for maximum demand meters
for measuring and monitoring electricity use by bulk consumers.

Power Transformers special high-rated units
continue to gain momentum
Power Transformers has won a
further order for high-rated power
transformers – this time for incorporation in a new substation for a project being developed in Ethiopia’s
capital Addis Ababa by Ethiopian
Electric Power (EEP).
The latest contract, awarded by
the Mauritian-based African arm of
Consolidated Power Projects (CONCO),

the well-known South African electrical
infrastructure construction contractor, is for two 125MVA 230kV/132kV
autotransformers. These units are to
be installed as part of the Addis Ababa
rehabilitation project currently being
conducted by CONCO on behalf of the
EEP in the Ethiopian capital.
The fast-track contract, awarded in
April this year and due for completion

in October, is worth R35-million.
“An unusual feature of these units
is that they have to provide for exceptionally low no-load losses and that the
electrical core is required to be manufactured from Hi-B low loss core steel
specially imported for the purpose,”
said Gert Kriel, Power Transformers’
Sales Manager.
“In addition, due to the fact that the

A 160MVA 132kV transformer installed at a substation serving one of the wind farms established as part of South Africa’s renewable energy programme. It is
one of several large transformers Power Transformers has produced and supplied since upgrading its factory to manufacture and test high-rated units.
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transformers are to be installed at an
altitude of over 2500 m, special precautions have to be taken to increase the
effectiveness of the cooling system
and provide extended creepage insulation on the bushings to compensate for
the thinner air at that altitude.”
The autotransformers for the Addis

Distribution Transformers

Ababa project will be the first 230kV
units to be manufactured by the division since the 2012 expansion and
upgrade of its plant.
Following the extension and enhancement of its production capabilities at its Wadeville, Germiston, plant
in 2012 enabling it to manufacture

high-rated power transformers up to
315MVA at 275kV, the division has
produced large autotransformers for
eThekwini’s new Klaarwater main intake substation and for Johannesburg’s
new Sebenza intake substation.

Outstanding field service record for Distribution
Transformers NECRT units

A prototype NECRT unit incorporating new design features as specified by Eskom in the R130-million frame contract it awarded to Distribution Transformers
recently.

Distribution Transformers recently
won its largest frame contract from
Eskom for NECRT’s, valued at R130million over three years.
The division has been consistently
awarded NECRT frame contracts by
the utility since 2005. NECRT’s comprise combined three-phase neutral
electro-magnetic couplers with neutral earthing resistors and auxiliary
transformers.
Between 2010 and 2012 comprehensive investigation work led by
Eskom and Distribution Transformers,
with the support of top engineering

companies locally and abroad, resulted
in NECRT designs that not only meet
the required specifications but can
also withstand the extremely harsh
conditions encountered by these units
in the field.
To validate the results of the design,
a prototype unit that incorporated the
results of the investigation was manufactured and successfully routine, type
and special tested. The units supplied
by Distribution Transformers during the
past three years have proven to have
an outstanding field service record.
Owing to this work, the division has
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strengthened its position as Eskom’s
preferred supplier of NECRT’s and
distribution transformers.
Under the latest contract, which
took effect at the beginning of June,
Distribution Transformers will supply
an estimated 930 units in total, representing well over 90% of Eskom’s total
requirement during that period.
The transformers covered by the
contract comprise eight different ratings ranging from 2,2kV and 360A up
to 33kV and 96A.
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LHM repairs rotor of Mondi mill turbo-alternator in
‘fast turnaround’ contract
LH Marthinusen (LHM) recently repaired and refurbished the rotor and
stator of a 45MW turbo-alternator
deployed at Mondi’s Richard’s Bay,
Kwazulu-Natal, paper mill.
LHM was called in by Mondi to examine and assess the condition of the
alternator after it failed in November
2015. The assessment, undertaken
by engineers from LHM’s Power
Generation facility, resulted in the rotor
having to be brought to the division’s
main plant in Denver, Johannesburg,
to be rewound, while the stator was
overhauled and degaussed in situ at
Mondi’s mill by LHM site services
operation.
In view of the fact that the failure
resulted in the client having to purchase power from external sources due
to the alternator being out of service,
the assessment process and repair
work on the rotor were placed on an
accelerated schedule to bring it back
into operation as quickly as possible.
“This was made all the more challenging for us as the work had to be
carried out over the festive period,” said
Boris Breganski, LHM’s Operations
Manager, Power Generation.

“It meant having to procure all the
materials involved prior to the festive
closure of the industry. All the work,
including assembly and recommissioning of the generator at the mill,
was completed 12 days ahead of the
scheduled completion date.”
The repairs that had to be carried
out on the rotor included a complete
degaussing of the rotor body and repair
of all the windings at Denver, plus highspeed balancing at a specialised facility
made available for LHM’s use by one

of its major clients.
The combined works team was
led by Manny Faria, LHM’s General
Manager, Power Generation. “Valuable
expert assistance was also provided
by Pinetown-based mechanical turbine
overhaul specialists Turbine Generator
Services (TGS), which disassembled
the alternator prior to LHM’s involvement, as well as assisting in assembling it after completion of the repair
work,” Boris concluded.

The turbo-alternator rotor in LH Marthinusen’s plant during the refurbishing process.

LHM manufactures complete large synchronous
mill motor for PMC
LH Marthinusen (LHM) again demonstrated its skill and resourcefulness in manufacturing complete
electric motors from scratch when
it produced a new large synchronous mill motor for leading copper
producer Palabora Mining Company
(PMC) recently.

LHM was provided with no drawings from which to produce a spare
motor for the 1250kW 3,3kV motors
driving secondary milling process
(SMP) Mills 4 & 5 at PMC’s mineral
processing plant.
“The drawings for the original
motors were unavailable so we had

The completed rotor of the spare synchronous mill motor manufactured by LH Marthinusen recently.
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no alternative but to redesign the
new motor by reverse engineering
from the operating ones,” explained
Aris Meligalioti, LHM’s Divisional
Executive, Rotating Machines.
“To do so we had to go through
the time-consuming process of taking advantage of all scheduled and
unscheduled shutdowns of the mills to
examine and measure the various components of the existing motors before
we could get started on manufacturing
the new one.”
Most of the components were
manufactured at LHM’s main facility in
Denver, Johannesburg. “Among these
components were the rotor and stator
laminations, where LHM is the exclusive repairer with its own laser-cutting
facility,” Aris pointed out.
ACTOM’s Metalplus business unit
was commissioned to manufacture
the rotor shaft and another Gautengbased company was subcontracted to
manufacture the stator frame.
LHM delivered the motor to PMC
in February this year.

Marthinusen & Coutts

Reid & Mitchell

Reid & Mitchell upgrades test bay
Reid & Mitchell (R&M) recently acquired and installed an entire new
operating control system in its test
bay, comprising a PLC and a newlydesigned SCADA system, as well as
new upgraded monitoring sensors.
“We started to encounter unstable
readings from our previous systems in
2014, so we budgeted to replace them
in the 2015/16 financial year,” explained
Willie Liebenberg, R&M’s Technical
Manager.
The new systems, which went into
operation in October last year, represent a substantial upgrade, incorporating the latest technology. The systems
they have replaced were installed
when the test bay was established in
R&M’s Benoni plant in 1999.
The main enhanced capabilities
of the new test equipment over the
old are:
• Production streamline.
• The new SCADA system is more
user-friendly and easier to operate.
• Capacity to test AC motors and alternators, in addition to DC motors and

Test Technician Shaun Dengler uses the new system to control and monitor a test.

generators, whereas the old system’s
capabilities were limited to testing DC
equipment only.
• The tap changer, linked to an autotransformer and supplying variable
AC power to the test bay, previously

operated manually, is now operated
remotely through the SCADA system.
The test bay, used to conduct
no-load and load tests on equipment
brought in for repair, is one of the most
advanced of its kind in South Africa.

Marthinusen & Coutts acquires Gentech to
enhance its Power Generation capabilities
Marthinusen & Coutts (M&C) has
further enhanced the skills and
capabilities in its Power Generation
operation with the acquisition of
power generation electrical specialist company Generator Technologies
(Gentech).
Gentech was acquired with effect
from March 1, 2016 and has been integrated into M&C’s electrical Power
Generation repair facility in Benoni.
“It brings additional valued skills and
equipment on board and also strengthens our reach into sectors of the market
where Gentech is well-respected, notably the sugar industry,” commented
Mike Chamberlain, M&C’s Operations
Executive.
Established in 1990, Gentech has
expanded its services to many countries in Africa and the Middle East.
Butch Mezker, the company’s
former owner, has been appointed
General Manager of M&C’s Power
Generation division. Butch holds government certificates for both mechanical and electrical engineering and has
extensive experience with all types of
generators.
The Power Generation repair opera-

tions, including Gentech and Sasolburgbased Power Generation mechanical
repairers ACTOM Turbo Machines,
which M&C brought on board when
it acquired Cetus Turbo Machinery in
November 2014, provide a complete

electro-mechanical solution to customers. M&C Power Generation operations
contribute about 25% of M&C’s total
turnover, while the Large Motors repair
operations account for the bulk of the
division’s business.

Butch Mezker in M&C’s Power Generation facility in Benoni with repair assistants (from left):
Eric Mkhari; Donald Kolobe; Xolani Wiseman Magengenene; George Zimba; Shadrack Makondo;
Mohammed Monga and Richard Tambani.
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M&C achieves rapid turnaround on spare mill
motor repaired for Rössing Uranium Ltd
Marthinusen & Coutts (M&C) recently repaired two large mill motors of
leading uranium producer Rössing
Uranium in Namibia, a company
celebrating 40 years of production
this year.
M&C’s field service team was
requested by Rössing to inspect two
Brush mill motors on site. The team
found that the starting cage winding
on one of the motors had moved and

rubbed against the stator winding,
while an insulation test conducted on
the second motor indicated that the
stator winding was down to earth.
This necessitated having both motors
repaired at M&C’s facility in Cleveland,
Johannesburg and the mine arranged
for them to be transported and delivered there.
In view of the fact that no spare motor would be available to the mine in the

Mechanical Fitter Alpheus Mtshali stands beside the stator of one of the two large mill motors brought
in from Namibia for repair at M&C’s Johannesburg facility recently.

event of a further breakdown while the
two spare motors were being attended
to by M&C in Johannesburg, the first
of the two 1586kW 3300V 187,5rpm
motors to be repaired was treated with
the greatest urgency to ensure that it
was returned to the mine as quickly
as possible.
“We therefore designated it as being ‘a breakdown’ and the repairs on it
were carried out as soon as it was received at our plant in October last year.
The repairs were completed within
three months and the motor was returned to the mine early in January this
year,” said Craig Megannon, M&C’s
General Manager.
The repairs carried out on the two
motors consisted of rewinding the
stators incorporating use of a resinrich winding system, overhaul of the
rotors and complete replacement of
the rotors’ electronic diode and synchronising hub.
“Application of the resin-rich winding system for the stator rewinds
necessitated having to manufacture
special customised press boxes for
curing the cells. A critical part of this
was ensuring that the dimensions of
the cells were 100% correct so that
they fit into the core slots exactly. A
coil reset jig also had to be made to
enable us to manufacture the coils to
the correct shapes,” Craig commented.
Repair of the second motor was
completed at the end of March. In addition to the stator rewind with resin-rich
windings, the rotor was overhauled and
the quadrants on a damaged damper
winding of the rotor were replaced.

M&C completes technically challenging repair
project
Marthinusen & Coutts (M&C) has
again demonstrated its impressive
ability to undertake challenging
work on rotating machinery.
The division was recently called
upon to assist Gold Fields’ South Deep
Twin Shafts when the mine experienced a failure on one of the stators
on its main winder installation.
Rob Melaia, M&C’s Engineering
& Technical Executive, said the sheer
physical size of the stator alone is quite
unique - especially in terms of the challenges of rewinding such a large unit.
“The 65t stator mass driving a
squirrel cage induction motor very
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probably makes this the largest motor
of its type in the world. While there
are many larger synchronous motors, it is highly unlikely that there are
larger squirrel cage rotor machines,” he
commented.
Following a thorough assessment,
it was ascertained that the stator insulation had failed prematurely after
approximately eight years in operation.
“The failure was unusual in that there
was no physical external damage and
no signs of overheating. Furthermore,
with two parallel connected motors
one would expect both to fail if a severe
external transient was the root cause,”
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Rob stated.
The root cause was found to be cyclical stresses on the stator insulation
due to thermal expansion and contraction cycles. Rob described this finding
as invaluable in that it identifies a possible weakness that will allow owners to
plan and manage any associated risk.
“We redesigned the stator winding and
insulation with the aim of preventing a
similar failure in future,” he said.
Testing was done at various set
stages during the manufacturing process and included dimensional checks,
high voltage checks, dissipation factor
tests and impulse inter-turn tests.

Marthinusen & Coutts

The coils were manufactured to
extremely stringent standards that
exceeded the requisite IEEE and IEC

standards, with resin-rich insulation
technology being applied. “The new
stator coils are also arguably the largest

set diamond multi-turn coils manufactured in Africa,” Rob concluded.

The stator of South Deep Twin Shaft’s winder motor provided enough room for this group to stand inside it. They are (from left): Richard Botton, M&C’s
Divisional CEO; Michael Olivier, South Deep’s Engineering Manager; Chris van Heeswijk, Engineering Consultant to South Deep; and Rob Melaia, M&C’s
Engineering & Technical Executive.

M&C rebuild motor for Zambian copper mine
Marthinusen & Coutts (M&C) recently completed the rebuild of a
6 550kW 11 000V squirrel cage induction blower motor for a copper mine
in Zambia.
Rob Melaia, M&C’s Engineering &

Technical Executive said the motor had
suffered a rotor failure which caused
collateral and associated damage to
the stator and also considerable damage to the rotor laminations at the core
extremities.

The large squirrel cage induction blower motor after completion by M&C of extensive repairs on it.
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The repair work undertaken by the
division comprised a stator rewind, a
rotor rebar, including a partial recore
with new laminations, and the replacement of the high strength rotor
retaining rings.
“Working closely with our network
of local and international partners facilitates access to specialists in all fields
and allowed the fast-track procurement
of these specialised rings. This was
especially impressive as these were
procured over the Christmas period,”
Rob said.
The rotor rebar involved new rotor
bars using high resistivity brass alloy
and the redesign of the rotor cage axial
locking system.
On completion of the rebuild, the
motor was high speed balanced and
tested at M&C’s facility, which houses
the third largest high speed dynamic
balancing machine in sub-Saharan
Africa. “We were able to perform high
speed balancing as well as a full no-load
run test to verify vibration and bearing
integrity condition performance,” Rob
commented.
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Envirotemp ester oil proves superior to mineral oil
as dielectric coolant, says expert
Retrofilling transformers with
Envirotemp FR3™ ester dielectric
oil is a cost-effective way of slowing
the thermal aging rate of cellulose
insulation, enabling increasing loadability of the transformers.
Furthermore, retrofilling upgrades
the transformer’s fire safety and lowers the environmental risks associated
with failures of aged transformers.
These are among the most significant benefits resulting from the
replacement of traditional mineral oil
with biodegradable ester dielectric
oil – in this instance specifically the
Envirotemp FR3™ natural oil from
Cargill, the international US-based producer and supplier of food, agricultural
and industrial products.
Wilec is the sole distributor of
Envirotemp oils, comprising FR3™
natural oil and Envirotemp 200 synthetic oil.
In a paper on the advantages and
benefits of retrofilling transformers
with Envirotemp FR3™ fluid, Gene
DelFiacco of Cargill Industrial Oils &
Lubricants, says that cellulose insulation failure is one of the top three
causes of power transformer failures
– the other two being tap changers and
bushing failures.
“Cellulose insulation may be the
weakest link of the transformer, because degradation of the cellulose
insulation is irreversible,” he states.
“Many mineral oil filled transformers are being pushed to carry load
beyond nameplate rating even though
the exact condition of their cellulose
insulation is unknown. Such practices
accelerate the aging of the paper insulation, potentially reaching end of life.”
In early-2011 the US’s Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
ruled that utilities may capitalise all
costs incurred to retrofill a transformer
with bio-based Envirotemp FR3™ fluid.

“The ruling is based on FR3™ fluid’s
ability to extend transformer insulation
life and improve transformer performance,” DelFiacco points out.
Envirotemp FR3™ fluid is an
“Approved Less Flammable” fluid.
“Retrofilling transformers with FR3™
fluid allows users to remove older,
maintenance-intensive reactive fire
safety systems, saving operating
expenses while lessening long-term
liability.”
In addition, Envirotemp FR3™ fluid/
thermally upgraded Kraft (TUK) paper
insulation systems have been proven
to withstand heat better than mineral oil/TUK paper insulation systems.
“Retrofilling transformers with FR3™
fluid increases loading capability up
to 20 degrees C without exceeding
the insulation aging rate observed for
mineral oil filled transformers.”
Nearly all sealed non-silicone oil
filled transformers are potentially good
candidates for retrofilling with FR3™
fluid. Assessment should include a

review of the maintenance records and
status of the unit, and should incorporate unit proximity to environmentally
sensitive areas and/or where the risk
of fire is greatest.
DelFiacco comments: “FR3™ fluid
is a renewable technology that in many
categories is proven to be a superior
dielectric coolant to mineral oil, including inherent moisture control, dielectric
strength retention, fire ignition resistance, tap changer or other electrical
contact stability, environmental profile,
carbon footprint and many others.
“FR3™ fluid is the most tested
alternative dielectric coolant on the
market. Power transformers as old as
1955 have been retrofilled with FR3™
fluid. Additionally, customers around
the world have already energised
245kV FR3™ fluid filled transformers. Without exception, FR3™ fluid
filled transformers are meeting and
exceeding customer expectations,”
he concludes.

A graph showing natural ester fluid’s high heat tolerance compared with mineral oil.

Electrical Products Cape Town secures equipment
supply contracts for two major projects
Electrical Products’ (EP) Cape Town
branch secured two major contracts,
together worth R25-million, for the
business unit.
One of the contracts is for procurement and supply of a range of electrical
equipment to be installed in substations being established in Rwanda to
supply power to a large new maize
irrigation project there.
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The other contract is for the manufacture and supply of the balance of
electrical plant for two new wind farms
being established near De Aar in the
Northern Cape as part of “Window 3”
of South Africa’s national renewable
energy programme.
The bulk of the equipment for both
contracts are to be manufactured by
ACTOM business units Distribution
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Transformers, MV Switchgear and High
Voltage Equipment.
A Europe-based engineering, procurement and construction management (EPCM) contractor for the Nasho
irrigation project near Rwanda’s capital
Kigali awarded a contract to Electrical
Products in January this year for the
supply of distribution transformers and
switchgear for medium and low voltage

Electrical Equipment

Construction in progress of the foundations of a wind turbine for one of the wind farms being
established near De Aar.

substations being built for supply of
power for the multi-million rand project.

The wind farms being set up near
De Aar by independent power producer

(IPP) Longyuan Mulilo are the 90MW
Maanhaarberg and 138MW De Aar
North 2 wind farms.
The contract for the electrical
equipment for the two wind farms was
awarded to Electrical Products by Cape
Town based electrical engineering contractors Adenco Construction, which is
responsible for construction of the high
voltage substations and the network
connections between the farms’ wind
turbine generators (WTG’s).
“The two wind farms jointly represent one for the largest wind farm
projects in the national renewable energy programme to date,” said Garth
Engelbrecht, a Sales Representative
for EP’s Cape Town branch, who played
a key role in securing the contract for
Electrical Products.
“A noteworthy feature in the design
is that instead of a ring main unit in a
miniature substation, each WTG has a
Turbine Unit Substation which incorporates a drop-out fuse system. Another
unusual feature is that overhead cabling, instead of underground cabling,
is being installed between the WTG’s
and the main substations.
“Both these innovations are more
cost-effective solutions than the ones
that are more commonly applied in
wind farms,” Garth pointed out.

Genlux’s LED luminaires ideal for perimeter
lighting of Eskom substations
Electrical Products’ Lighting business unit Genlux Lighting was
recently awarded a contract by
Eskom for the supply of high quality
energy-saving light-emitting diode
(LED) luminaires for the illumination of the external perimeters of
16 transmission substations owned
and operated by the utility.
The LED luminaires are both more
energy-efficient and provide better
illumination than the high density discharge (HID) luminaires they replace.
Genlux was awarded the contract
in December last year to supply a total
of 1195 luminaires of 60, 90 and 120
Watts. It completed delivery on schedule in March this year.
The high voltage substations for
which the new luminaires have been
supplied are located in Gauteng,
North-West Province, Free State and
Northern Cape.

One of the luminaires being supplied by Genlux for perimeter lighting of Eskom high voltage
substations.
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Bloemfontein wins ‘Branch of the Year’ contest for
third time
In winning Electrical Products’
fiercely contested Branch of the Year
competition for the third time in
succession this year Bloemfontein
branch again proved itself to be the
Supremo among all the business
unit’s branches, large and small.
Pretoria branch also had good reason to be proud of its achievement in
likewise scoring a hat-trick in winning
the Runner-Up trophy three years in

a row.
Congratulating the top two branches at the presentation function staged
at the Premier Hotel at OR Tambo
Airport on June 1, Divisional CEO Rod
Penaluna stated that competition between all participants had been more
intense in the 2015/16 period than in
previous years – not only for the top
prize but also for the other awards
covered by the competition.

Bloemfontein Branch Manager Zwelithini Ngamlana (centre) displays the Branch of the Year trophy and
certificate as he and his staff celebrate their third-time victory. With him are (back row, from left): Ruan
Proos, Internal Sales; Colleen Cooper, Internal Sales; Sharon Bell, Sales Rep; and Jean Jackson, Office
Manager & Credit Controller. Front: Esterline Obes, Receptionist/Debtors Clerk; and Isaac More, Field
Sales Manager.

To illustrate this he pointed out
that the contest for the Branch of the
Year’s Runner-Up position was closer
than previously seen, with Pretoria,
Steelpoort and Polokwane coming in
neck-and-neck at the finishing post.
“The strong challenge put in by the two
smaller branches was highly impressive,” Rod commented.
Cape Town branch also made an
impressive showing, winning more
team and individual awards combined
than any of the others. It won the
Most Improved Branch award and
was Runner-Up for Best Sales Team
(behind Pretoria), Best Credit Control
(behind Durban) and Best Stores (behind Steelpoort).
In addition, Cape Town Sales
Representative Garth Engelbrecht
received the Elite Hunter Academy
“Achiever of the Year” award and
Esme Cupido was Runner-Up behind
Theresa Cox of Durban branch for the
Top Credit Controller award.
A novel feature of this year’s
awards presentation ceremony was
that Electrical Products invited its
two top business associates, ACTOM
Transmission & Distribution (T&D) and
CBI African Cables to the event for the
first time. Tembela Caza, T&D’s CEO,
Martin Kelly, CEO of the Medium
Voltage & Protection division, CBI
African Cables’ Managing Director
Graeme Eddey and senior colleagues
Louis van Wyk and Juane Coetzer
attended.

Satchwell commences production of highefficiency low priced evacuated tube solar geysers
Satchwell Controls has commenced
production and supply of evacuated
tube (EVT) solar-heated absorbers,
manifolds and integral EVT geyser
as an addition to the flat plate-based
solar absorbers they have been producing and supplying into the local
market up to now.
This is reaction to the localisation
programme (70% local on geysers
and absorbers) and in response to an
increasing demand for a quality solution to solar water heating in freeze
and coastal areas. EVT absorbers do
not last as long as flat plate panels but
are more efficient in winter and with
the integral system works out cheaper.
The evacuated tube consists of
a glass tube, a copper heat pipe and
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absorber foil inside the tube. The heat
pipe is made in the Satchwell factory
while the glass and absorber foil are
imported. The inside of the heat pipe
has a mixture of liquid that turns into a
gas when solar rays heat up the pipe.
The gas rises to the bulb at the top
of the heat pipe. Within seconds the
bulb gets extremely hot and a number
of EVT’s are placed in a well-insulated
copper manifold, which is also manufactured by Satchwell. Water is circulated through the manifold to the
geyser and back to heat up the geyser.
This can be done through a pumped or
thermos-siphon system.
With the water-containing platetype geysers Satchwell has to provide
two different models for coastal and
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freeze areas, with the inland models
being specially adapted at additional
cost to be freeze-resistant.
Another product range change
taking place at Satchwell is where the
current low pressure plastic geyser has
been changed to integrate EVT system
where eight glass tubes are inserted
directly into the geyser.
The 100L Hotflo integral competes
against the low cost imported systems
one will see on RDP houses all over the
country of which 70% of the Eskom
rollout are “non-functional”, according
to a statement from DOE.
Production of EVT geysers at
the business unit’s Paarl factor y
commenced at the end of last year.
Satchwell made its first sale early this

General
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year to a citrus farm in Citrusdal in the
Western Cape, where the geysers
have been installed on farm employees’ houses. To date no problems have
been experienced. “These geysers are
also being treated as a pilot project
to demonstrate that our EVT units
are effective and efficient and will
outlast imports,” commented Andre
Nieuwoudt, Satchwell’s Key Account
Manager.
The satisfaction of such a project is
to know that one contributes to those
in need to get to a basic right like
water, especially taking children into
consideration. The EVT and manifolds
are manufactured to SANS specifications and carry a five-year warranty.
They are in the process of being SABS
approved.

The evacuated tube.

Four new black businesses launched at LHM’s
Denver facility
Within the past two years LH
Marthinusen has helped to establish
no less than four black empowered
small businesses that provide ancillary services linked to the division’s
own operations.
In 2012 LHM launched an Enterprise
& Supplier Development (E&SD) initiative to assist budding black entrepreneurs to establish viable new businesses and provide extra employment
opportunities in the process.
Through such initiatives businesses
seek to enhance their broad-based
black economic empowerment status
in terms of B-BBEE legislation. This in
turn enables them to qualify to ten-

der for state- and municipal-related
contracts, thereby contributing significantly towards business growth.
The first of the four businesses to
be established with LHM’s assistance
at its Denver facility is MZL Catering
Services, which was launched in
September 2014, when it took over
from another company in operating the
canteen. It is a black woman owned
company headed by Humbulani
Ligege.
The other businesses, all launched
last year, are black women owned
Themba Ukukhanya Security, owned
by Dorcas Nkomo and Nokuzola
Majebe and operating since May 2015,

Precious Sithole,
owner and manager
of Qhamunation Car
Wash Services.
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Ndiene General Maintenance, which
has been providing maintenance and
repair services since July 2015 and is
headed by Mashudu Khumela, and
Qhamunation Car Wash Services, a
black woman owned company that
washes and cleans vehicles on the
Denver premises. It is owned by
Precious Sithole and has been in
operation since September last year.
Between them these businesses
employ a total of 15 people, including
the owner-managers.
M o s e s M a n d l a z i , L H M ’s
Procurement & Logistics Executive,
noted: “The support we provide to our
E&SD beneficiaries include appointing
an accountant to give whatever guidance is required to get the business
started on a sound financial basis during its first three months of operation,
providing access to an accounting system to assist with issuing of quotations
and invoices, and monthly mentoring
and support up to the end of June this
year to guide them in the overall running of the business.
”LHM has focused on the creation
of hands-on entrepreneurs, which is a
key national imperative for our country,”
Moses concluded.
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Group bids farewell to Daniel and Mandy Pienaar
Group IT Executive Daniel Pienaar
has left ACTOM after almost 35
years’ service with the group.
When Daniel joined the group (then
GEC) as Data Processing Controller
for PABX manufacturer AEI Henley in
October 1981, personal computers
didn’t exist – let alone all the other IT
paraphernalia that has been developed
and come into use between then and
now.
In that period IT has become a
mature industry and has developed in
ways that couldn’t have been foreseen
when Daniel started out. It now plays
a key role in business, compared with
the early-80’s when it was a novelty
and from a business point of view
little more than a nice-to-have backup
capability that was often not entirely
reliable. It also plays a role now in
our personal lives which it didn’t back
then – smartphones, tablets, digital TV,
satellite navigation (GPS), etc.
Daniel, who went on to become
Divisional IT Manager of the Electrical
Projects division and Measurements
business unit in 1987 and was appointed Group IT Executive in 1995,
has been in the forefront in designing
and bringing into operation numerous
systems to ensure that the group and
all its diverse operations have kept
pace with the advances in IT technology over the years.
Among the more significant among
the many systems he championed and
introduced were:
• Introduction of personal computers
• The adoption of E-mail
• Worldwide web access and the
monitoring and managing of it
• Linking all business units to the

Group Chairman and CEO Mark Wilson expressed the group’s appreciation and good wishes to Daniel
and Mandy Pienaar upon their departure.

national data network
• The adoption of fully integrated
manufacturing and financial systems,
with resource and capacity planning
• Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP),
enabling significant savings on all telephone communication
• The adoption of Virtual Saver, which
significantly reduces the impact on
a business when key servers fail, as
well as speedily restoring systems and
services
• Design and introduction of the
ACTOM website
• Introduction of bi-annual audits to
ensure that the group’s IT systems,
equipment and services are well run,
accurate and stable and adhere to
world best practices.
A farewell function for Daniel

and his wife Mandy, who has also
been employed within the group for
many years – she was Senior Sales
Administrator at Protection & Control
when she and Daniel retired – was held
at Knights towards the end of May.
At the group’s bi-annual review
on May 31 Group Chairman and CEO
Mark Wilson commended and thanked
Daniel for his considerable IT expertise
and his exceptionally good management of the group’s IT systems.
The couple are emigrating to New
Zealand to join their two daughters
and families who settled there several
years ago.
Daniel’s successor is Paul Coppin,
who officially takes over as Group IT
Manager at the end of June.

Jack Rowan retires after 23 years leading and
growing T&D businesses
Jack Rowan, who retired at the end
of March, has witnessed – and contributed to – major advances within
the group during the 23 years he has
spent at ACTOM.
He has presided over considerable
expansion of the group’s Transmission
& Distribution (T&D) businesses since
joining then GEC-Alsthom in 1993 to
head up the then newly-created T&D
division as Managing Director.
At that stage T&D comprised only
two business units – Distribution
Transformers and MV Switchgear.
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Measurements, the forerunner
of the present Protection & Control
(P&C), was then part of the Projects
division based in Kew, Johannesburg.
It was later merged with Distribution
Equipment Company (DEC), based at
Knights, to become P&C and a unit
within T&D.
Prior to that the group acquired
Cullinan Power Projects – Jack’s former
company – which in addition to resulting in other new businesses within the
group, led to the creation of new T&D
business units High Voltage Equipment
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and Power Systems.
The subsequent acquisition of the
NEI group, which again boosted the
expansion of other divisions, brought
Power Transformers into the T&D
stable, with Current Electric being acquired shortly afterwards. The decision
to set up most of the T&D business
units as divisions in their own right
followed.
Jack was closely involved in the
negotiations leading to the abovementioned acquisitions and the realigning and development of business units

General

under the T&D banner.
“In my experience the group has always been adventurous with regard to
acquiring companies, growing capacity
and expanding existing businesses,”
Jack commented.
“Companies we acquired were all
successful businesses to start with
and we encouraged existing management to stay on. We had to ensure
that what we were paying for was
realistic and we also had to integrate
the businesses we purchased with the
group’s existing businesses, as well as
retain staff.
“Our acquisitions have worked out
well. In all the acquisitions in which I’ve
participated we recovered our investment in under five years, which was
the target period we set ourselves to
achieve this objective,” he stated.
Jack believes that having well-managed financial disciplines is the single
most important ingredient required to
achieve successful management. “This
was, and is, one of the strengths of this
group compared with other groups I’ve
been associated with,” he remarked.
Besides applying a thorough method of assessing the value of businesses being considered for acquisition, the group strictly “stuck to its
knitting” by only getting involved with
businesses within its own scope of
activities, where most aspects, both

in manufacturing and marketing, were
clearly understood.
Jack also has high praise for the
group’s management philosophy of
supporting individuals. “We make mistakes, as everyone must, but our philosophy has been that we accept that if
you screw up then it is also your job to
clean up the mess. Management at all
levels is encouraged to apply this philosophy throughout the group, rather
than resort to dismissing and replacing
someone who has demonstrated com-

petence and commitment,” he said.
Though officially retired, Jack, 73, is
happy to have the opportunity to continue working for the group part-time
as a consultant. He is also engaged in
projects outside the group, including
mentoring senior electrical engineers
in obtaining professional certification.
Outside of work he continues to
participate in his longstanding sports
activities, canoeing and golf, in addition to spending more time with his
wife Denise.

Group Chairman and CEO Mark Wilson had high praise for Jack Rowan’s dedication and skill in
developing and growing the group’s T&D business.

Allie & Pat retire from Power Transformers after
77 years’ combined service
Power Transformers recently bade a
fond farewell to two long-standing
senior employees, Albert (“Allie”)
Strydom, 75, who retired after
more than half-a-century with the
division, and Pat Cassidy, 70, who
completed 25 years’ service.
Stores Controller Allie, who served
a total of 52 years working for the division, and Pat, who held the position of
Fabrication Shop Superintendent, were
given a farewell party when they both
retired at the end of March.
Seen in the picture on that occasion
are Allie (second from right) and Pat
(second from left) flanked by General
Manager Michael Henry (left) and
Divisional CEO Ronnie Russell.
Power Transformers boasts a high
proportion of long-serving employees
combined with an exceptionally low
staff turnover. “This equates to a high
level of experience and expertise

overall, which contribute a great deal
towards the division’s efficiency and
success. It’s also an indicator of the
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job satisfaction the majority of our
employees get from working here,”
Michael commented.
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Distribution Transformers’ long-service awards for
2015
The 36 employees at Distribution
Transformers who received longservice certificates at the end of last
year included three with over 35
years’ service to their credit.
They were Daniel Macu, Small Line
Production Manager, Jan Digasho,
Tanker in the Small Line department,
and Petrus Motaung, Bending Brake
Operator in the Fabrication Workshop.
The long-service awards presentations were made by Divisional CEO

Alan Buchholtz at the division’s Knights
premises in late-November 2015.
The other long-service awards recipients were:
15 years:
Sakie Mokoena, Vuyani Bonoy, Stephen
Molefe, Theophillus Thage, Melusi
Nkabinde, Moses Tshabalala, Comfort
Xinti, Matshagi Thiya and Jacob Tholo,
10 years:
Benet Nkabinde, Elizabeth Mhlophe,
Jasper Nkabinde, Christopher Legoba,

Zaccheus Mlambo, Lucas Manaka,
Harry Ngonyama, Solomon Mathebula,
M b o p h e l e l i M p i t h i , S o nwa b i l e
Ntando, Bonginkosi Ndebele, Vuyanda
Ngamlana, Refiloe Thai, Yolandi Grobler,
Piet van Heerden, Xolani Thiya, Ernest
Mogotsi, Sibusiso Vilakazi, Joseph
Mashaba, Johannes Lekgoathi, James
Madigoe, Arnold Thamana, Tukelo
Kakudi and John Seloga.

The above pictures show the three 35 years long-service awards recipients: (Left and centre) Alan Buchholtz presents certificates to Daniel Macu (left) and
Jan Digasho (centre) and Manufacturing Manager Deon Muller with Petrus Motaung proudly displaying his certificate (right).

Shawnel’s drive to succeed eventually pays off
Signalling employee Shawnel
Gameson doesn’t take “No” for an
answer. Even when faced with severe setbacks she keeps trying until
she succeeds.
She demonstrated this recently
when her efforts to gain the qualification required to become a Safety
Officer for the business unit were
finally crowned with success. It was a
long and tough road getting there for
Shawnel, who was a Safety Rep when
she set out to upgrade her qualifications and position about five years ago.
The sticking point came when
trying to obtain the SAMTRAC occupational risk management certificate
of the National Occupational Safety
Association (NOSA). She attended the
course and wrote the exam, but failed.
She tried a second time, but failed
again. And a third, but again her best
efforts were met with failure. She was
in tears and desperate.
Her boss, Manufacturing Manager
Robin Crisell said: “I realised that the
main obstacle to her achieving her
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goal was not lack of ability but that as
an Afrikaans speaker she had a poor
grasp of English.”
He set out to assist her by providing
her with simple English books to read
and copy. For a period of about eight
months every morning before work he
would have her read back to him what
she had written, while he corrected her
grammar and pronunciation.
But she faced another obstacle:
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she now had to pay for the SAMTRAC
course and exam out of her own pocket. She had to dig into her life savings
and obtain a small bond on her house to
raise the required funds. She attended
the course and wrote the exam late
last year. This time she passed and she
was jubilant.
She was doubly rewarded for her
efforts because not only had she finally
succeeded in obtaining this vital qualification, but Robin, recognising her ability
and keenness to get ahead, promoted
her to Safety Officer in April this year.
Said Robin: “She has come a long
way. I’m highly impressed with her
determination. What she’s achieved
shows that if you really want to do
something in life you can do it. She is
proving to be a very efficient Safety
Officer.”
Shawnel said: “I wouldn’t have got
to where I am today without Robin’s
encouragement. I felt like giving up
at times after failing, but he encouraged me to keep working at it until I
succeeded.”
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Key appointments
Paul Coppin, formerly IT Executive
for LH Marthinusen, has been appointed Group IT Manager with effect
from July 1.
Fritz Hattingh, formerly Branch
Manager of Electrical Products’
Pretoria branch, has been promoted
to the newly-created post of Regional
Manager for North Eastern Region with
effect from April 1. He remains based
at the Pretoria branch, with the Branch
Managers of Nelspruit, Polokwane and
Rustenburg reporting to him.
Prevan Moodley has been ap-

pointed Branch Manager of Electrical
Products’ Port Elizabeth branch effective March 1. He was formerly Sales
Manager of the branch.
Billy Murray has been appointed
Branch Manager of Electrical Products’
Cape Town branch with effect from
June 1.
Imraan Mohamed has been
appointed Business Development
Manager, Network Control & Metering
Solutions, at Protection & Control with
effect from January 18.
Butch Mezker has been appointed

General Manager of Marthinusen &
Coutts’ Power Generation division with
effect from March 1.
Jaco Esterhuyse, formerly Service,
Test & Quality Manager at Electrical
Machines, has been appointed Sales
Engineer at Industry with effect from
January 1.
Danisile Sithole has been appointed Warehouse & Distribution Manager
at Wilec with effect from March 1. She
was formerly a Production Planner at
Wilec’s Olifantsfontein plant.

Paul Coppin

Fritz Hattingh

Prevan Moodley

Billy Murray

Imraan Mohamed

Butch Mezker

Jaco Esterhuyse

Danisile Sithole

Static Power Group sponsors watering hole at
East Rand golf tournament
The Static Power Group was among
several businesses on the East Rand
that participated as a sponsor in
Micron Weighing Services’ annual
golf day in Springs recently.
The Static Power business unit,
comprising Static Power, Alkaline
Batteries, Multi Power Systems and
COM 10, took the opportunity to
promote its products and services by
sponsoring a “watering hole” and display stand at the first hole of the event,
which was staged at Pollak Park Golf
Course on May 13.
The majority of the participants
were from mining and engineering
companies, as host company Micron
Weighing Services is a service provider

to the mining and engineering industries.
Shown in the picture
with glasses of sherry
with which they welcomed participants on the
cold morning at the start
of the tournament are
(from left) Markus Hugo,
Project Coordinator at
Static Power, invited guest
Robin Egginton, Elsabe
Toth, Design department
at Static Power and invited
guest Nick Fort, husband
of Nichola Fort, Export
Sales Representative at
Static Power.
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ACTOM divisions and business units
ENGINEERING PROJECTS & CONTRACTS
Industry: (011) 430-8700
Industry is a systems engineering contractor and integrator serving the public sector and the electrical, mining, processing and
automotive industries.

POWER
John Thompson, Bellville: (021) 959-8400
John Thompson, Isando: (011) 392-0900
John Thompson, Durban: (031) 408-9700
www.johnthompson.co.za
John Thompson designs, manufactures, installs and maintains industrial boilers and environmental equipment for local and international
process steam and power generation applications. Also retrofits,
services and maintains utility boilers and environmental equipment
in the power generation market.

Contracting: (011) 430-8700
Contracting is an electrical and instrumentation contractor which
project manages, installs and integrates cabling, racking, lighting
and other equipment on large mining, infrastructural and industrial
projects.

John Thompson Air Pollution Control: (011) 478-0456
Air Pollution Control designs, supplies and installs dust control,
product recovery and gas-cleaning equipment for the mining, mineral
processing, power generation, cement, chemical, petrochemical
and food industries.

Power Systems: (011) 430-8700
Power Systems is a substation project management and construction contractor serving utilities, local authorities and the mining
and manufacturing industries. In addition to outdoor substations,
it offers innovative solutions that include gas-insulated switchgear
(GIS) substations, hybrid compact switchgear, disconnector circuit
breakers and series and shunt capacitor banks.

POWER CONVERSION
Electrical Machines: (011) 899-1111
Electrical Machines supplies medium and low voltage motors,
starters, gearboxes and speed reducers to the mining, industrial,
processing and utilities markets.

Transport: (011) 871-6600
Transport comprises the Signalling and Transport Equipment &
Projects (TEP) business units. Signalling designs, manufactures and
installs railway signalling equipment and systems
and TEP is a contractor and supplier of railway rolling stock equipment, parts, maintenance services and specialised depot assembly
machinery and test equipment.

Large Motors: (011) 899-1111
Large Motors designs and manufactures medium voltage motors
that include its reputable customised large UNIBOX series and its
high specification MS4 totally enclosed fan-cooled (TEFC) cast-iron
motors.

HIGH VOLTAGE EQUIPMENT
High Voltage Equipment: (011) 820-5111
High Voltage Equipment is a designer, manufacturer and supplier
of high voltage equipment to power utilities, local authorities and
industry. It manufactures and supplies isolators, instrument transformers, circuit breakers and dog-box circuit breakers.

Laminations & Tooling: (011) 899-1111
Laminations & Tooling manufactures laminated components and
tooling for the electric motor manufacturing and repair industries.
Elmacast Foundry: (011) 818-3511
Elmacast Foundry manufactures castings in all grades of SG iron,
grey iron and high chrome irons for the mining, railways, earthmoving and pump industries.

MEDIUM VOLTAGE & PROTECTION
MV Switchgear: (011) 820-5111
MV Switchgear designs, manufactures, supplies and installs medium voltage air- and gas-insulated switchgear that includes indoor
switchgear, miniature substations, ring main units and containerised
substations, serving power utilities, local authorities, contractors,
industry and the mining sector.

HVAC Systems: Durban (031) 700-3286
HVAC Systems: Cape Town (021) 981-0111
www.actom-hvac.co.za
HVAC Systems designs, supplies and installs industrial ventilation,
heating and air-conditioning systems for the petrochemical, paper,
pharmaceutical, mining, food, textile and various other industries.

Protection & Control: (011) 820-5111
Protection & Control designs and supplies power system protection, control and automation systems, prepayment, AMI and other
metering systems, components and LV equipment to power utilities,
local authorities and industry, which includes support services such
as training, commissioning and network analysis.

Static Power: (011) 397-5316
Static Power designs, manufactures and installs standby battery
chargers, distribution boards, power supplies, rectifiers, converters,
inverters, capacitor trip units, solar regulators and other equipment.

Current Electric: (011) 822-2300
Current Electric designs, manufactures and supplies medium voltage
current and voltage transformers to switchgear manufacturers and
repairers, electrical distributors and a diverse range of end-users
locally and internationally.

Alkaline Batteries: (011) 397-5326
Alkaline Batteries supplies nickel cadmium, lithium ion and nickel
metal hydrate batteries to the power generation, railways, telecommunications, military and renewable energy markets.
Multi Power Systems: (011) 397-4861
Multi Power Systems supplies, tests, installs, repairs and maintains
DC standby equipment, including switchmode rectifiers, uninterrupted power supply systems and lead acid and NiCd batteries.

POWER TRANSFORMERS
Power Transformers: (011) 824-2810
Power Transformers designs, manufactures and supplies a wide
range of power transformers to power utilities, electrical contractors, the mining sector, local authorities and industry locally and
internationally.

COM 10: (011) 552-8368
COM 10 supplies DC power solutions for communications applications in the wireless, telephony and broadband industries. Its
products include rectifiers, converters, distribution centres, power
enclosures, supervisory modules and lead acid batteries.
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DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMERS
Distribution Transformers: (011) 820-5111
Distribution Transformers designs, manufactures and supplies
distribution transformers to power utilities, the mining sector, local
authorities and industry locally and internationally.
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LH MARTHINUSEN
LH Marthinusen: (011) 615-6722
www.lhm.co.za
LH Marthinusen repairs and refurbishes transformers and rotating
machines, including repairs to hydro and thermal power alternators.
Manufacture of electric motor components, insulation components
and specialised transformers and motors. It also provides engineering services for its products to the mining, industrial and petrochemical sectors and local authorities, as well as for the export market.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Electrical Products: (011) 878-3050
Electrical Products is ACTOM’s trading and representation arm,
with a national network of strategically located branches. The business unit supplies products produced by ACTOM divisions and
other manufacturers, including cable, cable accessories, lighting
equipment, heating and ventilation equipment, circuit breakers,
distribution transformers, minisubs, protection and control equipment, electric motors, meters and fusegear.

REID & MITCHELL
Reid & Mitchell: (011) 914-9600
www.reidmitchell.co.za
Reid & Mitchell repairs and manufactures electric motors, generators
and alternators for draglines, shovels, off-highway vehicles and drills
used in opencast mining, as well as electrical equipment for the rail
and oil & gas industries, locally and internationally.

TLT ACTOM: (011) 878-3050
TLT ACTOM designs, manufactures, supplies and installs industrial,
process, ventilation fan systems, heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems to the mining, processing, air pollution
control, power generation and construction industries.
Appliance Components: (021) 863-2035
www.satchwell.co.za
Appliance Components manufactures and supplies domestic and
industrial heating elements, temperature controls, solar water heating components and appliance spares to the domestic appliance
manufacturing industry and the chemical, mining and construction
industries, among others.

Contact Engineering: (011) 892-3013
Contact Engineering manufactures and refurbishes commutators
for locomotive traction motors and the DC motor repair market and
manufactures a diverse range of electro-mechanical components
that include slip-ring assemblies, electrical contacts and flexible
connectors.

Genlux Lighting: (011) 825-3144
www.genluxlighting.co.za
Genlux Lighting is a leading designer and manufacturer of luminaires
for roadway lighting, floodlighting, outdoor commercial lighting
and industrial applications. It produces a wide range of high quality products and employs a team of expert designers, with further
technological support available from a leading international designer
and manufacturer of luminaires.

Metalplus: (011) 433-1880
www.metalplus.co.za
Metalplus repairs, refurbishes and manufactures a wide range of
mechanical components, including turbines, impellers, rolls, shafts
and traction motor and gearbox casings used in the power generation, petrochemical, mining, processing, steel, transportation and
marine industries.
MARTHINUSEN & COUTTS
Marthinusen & Coutts: (011) 607-1700
www.mandc.co.za
Marthinusen & Coutts offers the most extensive after-market services throughout Africa. The range of 24/7 motor repairs covers
large and small AC and DC motors, flameproof motors, traction
motors and power generators up to 980 MW. M&C’s services
include customised manufacture and design, on-site engineering
services and unique motor management solutions that complement
the repair business.

ACTOM ENERGY
ACTOM Energy: (021) 511-9146
www.actomenergy.co.za
ACTOM Energy provides electro-mechanical maintenance solutions
for renewables and the offshore oil & gas sector
hydron hydraulics: (021) 511-9146
www.hydron.co.za
hydron hydraulics designs and supplies hydraulic engineering systems and services to the offshore oil & gas sector internationally.
Equipment it designs, supplies, assembles, refurbishes, repairs and
installs includes high pressure power packs, ring main units, winches, cranes, ballast systems and drilling and under-sea equipment.

ACTOM Turbo Machines: (016) 971-1550
Capabilities include minor and major repairs on any design or type
of turbine, generator, stator or rotor.

Electrowave Cape: (021) 510-2550
www.electrowavecape.co.za
Electrowave Cape designs, supplies and services electrical and electronic engineering systems for the marine and offshore industries
locally and internationally. These include design and installation of
power automation and drive systems, automation and instrumentation systems and generator control systems and refurbishment,
repair, installation and maintenance services.

WILEC
Wilec: (011) 629-9300
www.wilec.co.za
Transwire: (011) 316-2480
www.transwire.co.za
Wilec, incorporating Transwire, specialises in the manufacture
and supply of electrical products to a diverse range of industries,
including manufacturers and repairers of transformers, AC electric
motors, DC traction motors, magnets, electrical panels and power
generators. The range includes enamelled wire, Kraft and thermally
upgraded paper/Nomex/Mylar and Mica covered conductors, as well
as a comprehensive range of insulation materials, cables, bearings
and ancillary products.

Namibia Armature Rewinders Tel (00264) 64-462-886
Namibia Armature Rewinders repairs electric motors, generators and
other rotating equipment for a wide range of industries in Namibia.

What’s Watt is published by ACTOM (Pty) Ltd to inform staff,
customers and other stakeholders of developments within
the group.
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Andries Tshabalala, Tel: (011) 820-5111
andries.tshabalala@actom.co.za

Editorial contact:
Julian Kraft, J Kraft Public Relations
Tel: (011) 472-6686, mwkraftj@mweb.co.za

Disclaimer:
This publication is designed, compiled and produced on behalf of
ACTOM (Pty) Ltd by J Kraft Public Relations and In Africa. Whilst the
compilation and production of What’s Watt is done with care and with
every effort being made to avoid errors, ACTOM, its shareholders and
staff do not accept responsibility for any errors or the consequences
thereof.
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AMV12

SWITCHGEAR

Air insulated metal-enclosed
switchgear
Mid-mount withdrawable
pattern
Vacuum switching technology
Up to 2500A 12kV, 31.5kA,
95kV (BIL)
Class E2, M2 & C2
IAC AFLR up to 31.5kA,
1 second
KEMA & SABS type tested
KEMA gold certified to
IEC 62271-200
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